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INTRODUCTION 
 
My name is Gary Lasky and I live at 4677 N. Safford Ave. in the community of 
Fresno, California.  
 
Working with a dozen community activists in Fresno, we organized this summer the 
Fresno Redistricting Coalition and, with the support of Troy Mattson, staff to the UC-
Berkeley Redistricting Data Center in Fresno, as well as the California staff of NALEO 
and MALDEF, we have produced a proposed improved map of the “Kings” State 
Senate District. I submitted this map to you in hard copy form and as an 
“equivalency” file at the Fresno hearing on June 23. I have attached these maps again 
(although note that our map lacks a title). 
 
My qualifications for this work include a Bachelors degree from Cornell University, a 
Masters degree in Social Ecology from the University of California–Irvine, and four 
additional years of doctoral study in Sociology at the University of California Santa 
Cruz. My academic work includes five years of graduate coursework in Statistics, 
data analysis and research methods, including spatial analysis. I also have 18 
months of hands-on GIS experience at Caltrans and the NOAA Fisheries Research lab 
in Santa Cruz. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
I wish to offer the following brief critique of the proposed districts involving Fresno, 
Merced, Madera, Kings and Kern counties in the San Joaquin Valley. I will focus, in 
particular, on the proposed draft Senate districts in this region (FOOTH, KINGS, 
MERCD, and TULKE) although this analysis is applicable to the Assembly and 
Congressional maps as well. My statement will support and elaborate on points that 
I made in my testimony at the Fresno hearing on June 23.  
 
Overall, I believe the Citizens Redistricting Commission and the Commission staff 
have done an admirable job under very difficult circumstances: a contentious arena, 
the glare of publicity, with high stakes and very limited time. I am reminded of a 
truism in the Legal profession, uttered by a judge: “if opposing attorneys are both 
unhappy with my decision, then I probably did something right”.  
 
That said, I cannot help but feel that the bulk of the Commission’s time and attention 
was focused on the major metropolitan areas and that the San Joaquin Valley was 
left until the last minute. Certainly, having five Congressional representatives within 
Fresno county (three-quarter of a million residents) is not ideal. For this reason, I 



am optimistic that the maps can be adjusted to meet two competing needs—
compact districts and compliance with the Voting Rights Act. Each falls short of our 
the Commission’s stated goals, as expressed in the existing Draft maps. 
 
COMPACTNESS 
 
1. The FOOTH (Foothill) Senate district extends from Auburn, in Placer County, a 
four-hour drive to the north of Fresno, all the way to Fresno. Where this district 
encompasses the rural foothill communities, this makes sense from a Community Of 
Interest (COI) perspective. But it makes no sense to include urban Fresno within this 
district. The existing boundary of this district, marking the boundary with the KINGS 
district, is now drawn at McKinley on the north side of Fresno. This is practically 
downtown (for comparison, the existing boundary is now between Shields and 
Ashlan, one to two miles north of McKinley). “Urban” Fresno—loosely defined, but 
including those portions of Fresno settled through the 1960s—extends at least to 
Shields. This is distionguished from the “suburban” and “exurban” Fresno, the 
sprawl of the past 20-40 years.  

 
2. The FOOTH district also, in what is nearly a non-contiguous redrawing of the 
district lines, takes in a portion of southeast Fresno, including the core Latino region 
of, and to the west of, the Sunnyside district. Core Latino neighborhoods are a COI 
that have nothing in common with the rural, nearly-exclusively Anglo populations of 
the FOOTH district. 
 
3. Solution: Include Lake Tahoe and other areas northeast of Sacramento within the 
FOOTH district. Please do not extend this, or other districts, south of the San Joaquin 
River (the boundary between Fresno and Madera counties).  
 
VOTING RIGHTS ACT 
 
1. The proposed KINGS Senate district maintains its status as a VRA Majority-
Minority district with a 51% Latino CVAP statistic. This is good.  
 
2. Unfortunately, the proposed Assembly districts have just one such district (FSEC2 
= 51%) whereas three now exist (AD-30, AD-31 and one in Merced county). Please 
improve the Latino CVAP of the KINGS Assembly district from 47% to 50+% in 
order to avoid a lawsuit for the dilution of the Hispanic community.  
 
3. Similarly, the Congressional districts have gone from two VRA MM districts (CD-
18, CD-20) to none. Please increase the Latino CVAP of the KINGS Congressional 
district from 49% to 50+%. 
 
PROPOSED SENATE DISTRICT 
 



Attached to this email is an Equivalency file for our Fresno Redistricting Coalition’s 
proposed Senate District. Also attached are two maps for the district: ione at a 
regional scale for the San Joaquin Valley and one for the City of Fresno. 
 
HOW TO READ THE MAPS: These maps are easy to read. The solid Green region is in 
the Kings district and it was in the Kings district of your draft map. The 
crosshatched region was formerly in a different draft map district, but we have 
moved it into the Kings district. The former “home” for these regions is identified in 
the label on the map. For example, “FOOT2KINGS” was formerly in the FOOTH 
district and we now have it in KINGS. Therefore, the new KINGS district on our map 
is the sum of the solid green and the cross-hatched green regions. Likewise, the 
yellow shading is the FOOTH district and the blue is the TULKE district. 
 
The total population in the KINGS, FOOTH (Foothill) and TULKE (Tulare) districts in 
our new map closely corresponds to the draft Senate maps from the CRC. See the 
attached spreadsheet. There are 934,802 in the new FOOTH district, 929,848 in the 
new KINGS district and 928,619 in the new TULKE district. 
 
Assessment of the %VAP populations of the districts were conducted. They show a 
slight decline, by 4% of the % Latino VAP in our proposed Kings district in 
comparison with the benchmark SD-16 Senate District.  
 
Gary Lasky 
Data.nations@gmail.com 
559-790-3495 



Senate Change Numbers

Districts Population Hispanic
1st Draft Foothills
Foothills 716524 187726
Kings to Foothills 58763 47164
Tulare to Foothills 159515 13509
Total Foothills 934802 248399 931,349 ‐3,453

1st Draft Kings
Kings 691366 478097
Foothills to Kings 237365 126401
Tulare to Kings 1117 377
Total Kings 929848 604875 931,349 1,501

1st Draft Tulare
Tulare 760950 299631
Kings to Tulare 167669 133756
Foothills to Tulare
Tulare Total 928619 433387 931,349 2,730
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Asian America Education Institute 

 
 
June 24, 2011 
 
 
Citizens Redistricting Commission 
901 P Street, Suite 154-A 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
 
Dear Commissioners: 
 
The Asian American Education Institute is a non-partisan 501(c)3 non-profit organization established in 2006 and 
dedicated to establishing programs to educate the Asian American and Pacific Islander community about civic 
participation and their right to representative government. 
 
The Asian American Education Institute has been monitoring the Citizen’s Redistricting Commission Hearings 
across the state and we want to thank you for all of your hard work and diligence to create districts that unite 
communities of interest, abide by county and city boundaries and the Voting Rights Act.   
 
We offer the following comments for consideration as you move to finalize the new districts on the state and 
federal levels.  The AAPI community is the fastest growing ethnic community in California over the last decade 
and redistricting is critical to preserving access to government and representative democracy for AAPIs.  
 

Congressional District SGVDB – We commend the commission on drawing a district that unifies the 
AAPI community in the San Gabriel Valley.  The San Gabriel Valley is the only place in the country 
where a Congressional district can be drawn that is an AAPI majority minority district.  We believe the 
CRC has adhered to guidelines by uniting communities of interest and ethnic groups in the San Gabriel 
Valley.   
 
Senate District LAWSG – The commission has done an exemplary job drawing a district in the west San 
Gabriel Valley that encompasses the AAPI community of interest there.  The Asian CVAP has increased 
from 47% to 50% by uniting cities and communities of interest.  When creating a Senate district in this 
area it is important for the Commission to maintain a San Gabriel Valley Senate district.  Under the first 
draft lines a Senate district was drawn that extends to the southwest into the Gateway Cities area.  In order 
to maintain a Senate district within the San Gabriel Valley we believe it is best to draw a Senate district 
that extends to the east from the LAWSG Assembly district.   
 
Senate District LAPVB – We believe that is in the best interest of the AAPI community to draw a Senate 
district that unifies South Bay Beach communities with other South Bay communities instead of West 
Hollywood, Beverly Hills of West Los Angeles that are urban areas that have little in common with the 
suburban South Bay.  We suggest drawing a Senate district that includes the suburban communities of the 
South Bay Beach cities, Palos Verdes, San Pedro, Gardena, Carson and West Carson.   
 
Assembly District LAIHG/LAWBC – The CRC did a disservice by drawing LAIHG and LAWBC two 
oddly shaped elongated Assembly districts in southwest Los Angeles County.  The districts were drawn 
north to south with arms that attempt to reach the Los Angeles Port.  We believe it would be in the best 
interest of the AAPI community to draw two districts that extend west to east, one that includes the 
central Los Angeles communities of Inglewood and Willowbrook and one to the south that includes 
Gardena, Carson, West Carson and the Los Angeles port area.   
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Congressional District FRNWU – The CRC succeeded in drawing Senate districts in San Francisco’s 
East Bay that followed transportation corridors, united ethnic groups and geographical boundaries.  We 
suggest that the commission follow similar lines when creating congressional districts in the East Bay.  
Under the first draft lines the CRC has divided the AAPI communities that live in southern Alameda 
County and northern Santa Clara County.  We suggest that the CRC draw a district that follows the 880-
corridor along the Bay and not over the hills into the Tri-Valley.     
 
Senate District SF – We suggest creating a Senate district that includes northeast San Francisco and 
Marin County that would the creation of another Senate and Congressional district that unifies the AAPI 
communities in southwestern San Francisco and San Mateo County.  We believe this would do more to 
achieve the goals of the commission and provide a better opportunity for the AAPI community to be 
fairly represented. 
 
Assembly Districts WSAC/SACEG/ELDO – The Sacramento metropolitan area has been divided in a 
way that destroys the inherent boundaries of neighborhoods and city and county lines.  The city of 
Sacramento was placed in three districts, when it could be divided among two.  Sacramento and West 
Sacramento represent an urban core, with suburbs that extend to the west and east.  We believe it would 
be in the best interest of the AAPI community to draw a North Sacramento district that includes West 
Sacramento, a South Sacramento district, a suburban eastern Sacramento County district and a district to 
the west that unites communities from Davis to Vallejo along the I-80 corridor.   
 
Assembly District SILIV – The proposed SILIV district is a fairly good attempt at uniting most of the 
AAPI communities in the area, but could be improved by adding Sunnyvale that will create a more 
compact shaped district that further unifies the AAPI community in northwest Santa Clara County.   
 

We are depending on the State Commission to fairly represent all communities of interest in California.  As such, 
we urge the CRC to consider our concerns as delineated above to ensure that the AAPI community is fairly 
represented on state and federal levels. 
 
On the following pages you will find maps of your current lines and the density of the AAPI community as the 
coloring.  We are happy to provide any additional technical assistance as may be necessary. 
 
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our request.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Bill Wong 
Executive Director 
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